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ABSTRACT
This project employs an object-oriented remote sensing classification algorithm in
SPRING 5.0 to classify the land use for an IKONOS 4-meter resolution satellite image in
the study area of Nossa Senhora da Nazaré, Brazil, a small subsistence community on the
floodplain of the Amazon (Solimões) River. A field study obtained ancillary data such as
land use type and global coordinates to aid the land use classification. Parameters for
segmentation sensitivity tests were obtained citing four sources. Once segmented, images
were classified using ISOSEG unsupervised classification and manual class mapping in
SPRING. The tests indicate that SPRING software shows high sensitivity to parameter
changes and that the method of Lopes (2006) is most successful in delineating vegetation
change, however shows difficulty distinguishing shadows from burned vegetation
themes/classes.
INTRODUCTION
Remote Sensing is the name scientists have termed the study of remote objects,
(e.g. the earth, planets), without touch or contact. (Campbell, 2007; National Academy
of Sciences, 1970) The image studied in this work comes from the IKONOS satellite,
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whose sensors measure electromagnetic radiation of the earth’s surface in a panchromatic
band with resolution of 1 meter and four multispectral bands with 4 meter resolution.
The objective of this study is to generate a map of land use in the Nossa Senhora da
Nazaré community via object-oriented image classification with SPRING
(Georegerenced Information Processing System) 5.0.2 (Camara et al, 1996), a free
object-oriented classification software produced by the National Institute for Space
Research (São José dos Campos, Brazil), which demonstrates a quality rivaling
commercial segmentation software. (Meinel and Neubert, 2006)
Image Classification Using Remote Sensing
Campbell (2007) states that unsupervised classification is the definition,
identification, labeling, and mapping of naturally occurring groups containing similar
reflectance values within multispectral data.
Supervised image classification is the process of classifying pixels of unknown
identity by using the attributes of pixels of known identity, generated in training areas.
The analyst selects training areas that best represent the spectral characteristics of one
category, and the classification software categorizes the pixels of unknown identity (those
not in training areas) using a mathematical classification algorithm. A supervised
classification of the IKONOS image, available through the PIATAM Integrated
Database, simplifies pixels into the following seven groups: water, built area, clearing,
agriculture, forest, exposed soil, seeded soil.
Object-oriented classification is a two-step classification methodology that uses
the sizes, shapes, and textures of adjoining pixels in addition to spectral characteristics to
classify remotely sensed data (Campbell, 2007). “Objects” appearing on images are
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defined as groups containing homogenous pixels (Meinel and Neubert, 2006). The first
of two steps comprising an object-oriented classification, the segmentation process
separates neighboring homogeneous pixel groups into objects based on user-defined
similarity criteria based on spectral deviation and size (Meinel and Neubert, 2006;
Campbell, 2007). Classification is the second step in the process, which can employ a
variety of classification procedures to group objects into larger classes (e.g. those
mentioned in the supervised classification of the IKONOS image). The object-oriented
technique is an unconventional approach to image classification. It includes an additional
step absent from traditional classification techniques used in most supervised and
unsupervised classifications, which mimics human cognitive image recognition
(Campbell, 2007).
Remote sensing image classification algorithms are unique to each software, and
therefore render different results. Many programs use similar names and methods to
algorithms and may appear similar, whereas like-named classification techniques
sometime exhibit drastically different outcomes. For instance, Meinel and Neubert
(2006) concluded a 50% range in quality among eight visually evaluated segmentation
software algorithms.
The methodology for this study (Figure 1) incorporates field study and objectoriented remote sensing to classify the land cover in Nossa Senhora da Nazaré, Brazil.
METHODS
Study Area
The area of attention is the community of Nossa Senhora de Nazaré (Figure 2a),
located at 60o55’ W, 3o35’ S, on the coast of Paratari One in Manacapuru County,
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Amazonas, Brazil. The community resides at the bar side of the Solimões (Amazon)
River (Figure 2b) upstream from the state capital of Manaus, where it is geographically
subject to seasonal floods and intense rains. The 160 inhabitants of the community
engage primarily in agriculture of tropical fruit for employment, and subsequently, most
of the cleared land is used for the production of bananas, papayas, passion fruit, and other
fruits. Cropland is spread in disorganized quadrilateral parcels often interspersed with
primary and/or secondary tropical rainforest (Figure 2c). Pasture is the second most
prevalent economic land use in the community. A large, almond-shaped marsh lies in the
middle of the community. The Amazon River borders the community to the south and
east, and uninhabited forested areas lie north of the community and south on the opposite
bank of the river.
This community is one of nine Amazon River communities studied by the
PIATAM Project (Strategic Socio-Environmental Intelligence in the Petroleum Industry
of the Amazon), a nonprofit subsidiary organization of PetroBras (Petroleo Brasileiro
S.A). dedicated to socioenvironmental research of petroleum and gas transport in the
petroliferous Urucu region. PIATAM research teams visit the communities quarterly to
collect data on ecosystems and human activity in the communities for use in
environmental management projects and oil spill mitigation planning. The PIATAM
geoprocessing team conducted this remote sensing project of Nossa Senhora da Nazaré to
monitor land use change and slash-and-burn deforestation within the community at high
resolution.
Pre-classification
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The objective of the pre-classification process was to select a minimum of 16
control points that were identifiable on the image as well as in the field. To clarify the
borders of objects based on changes in land use, the geoprocessing team visually
analyzed the IKONOS image of the study area overlain with a transparent layer of the
PIATAM Database supervised classification image. The team chose 24 control points
along parcel boundaries (Figure 3), which highlighted various land use types and other
geographical features, with plans to collect more data points of distinct objects while in
the field.
Technical difficulties arising during the course of research hindered the speed and
quality of this study. Remote sensing of the Nossa Senhora da Nazaré image first
employed the segmentation tool in Erdas Imagine software, however switched to
SPRING 5.0 after several weeks of repeated unsuccessful results. Band 3 (red) of the
IKONOS image used for this study appeared to become corrupted during its acquisition,
simplifying potentially useful data for vegetation distinction in the object-oriented
analysis.
Ground Recognition of Features
Before heading into the field, the research team created a survey card to record
data at each GCP. The criteria for each collected data point identify geographic
coordinates (lattitude and longitude) and elevation determined by GPS, land use class,
and any other subjective identifiers that could aid spatial recognition of the point on the
aerial photo. Ground photographs from GCP locations also provide a supplementary
visual reference to the observational data.
Image Enhancement
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Image enhancement improves the visual appearance of digital images by
sharpening the range among pixel values. Image enhancement can serve as a significant
aid for human interpretation of images, for instance the class mapping step in this
methodology, which checks the validity of the computer-generated classification.
Histogram equalization applies a nonlinear function to an image that reassigns pixel
values in an even distribution (Campbell, 2007). Bands 1, 2, and 4 from the IKONOS
image underwent histogram equalization in ER Mapper, each band with unique manual
functions that intended to create new images that evenly distribute peaks (Figure 5). The
use of ER Mapper also allowed the user to reduce the extent of the input IKONOS image.
The image used for classification showed less than half the area than the original image,
providing a more focused study area for analysis that reduced the memory and computer
processing time. Importing this image to SPRING required conversion from 16-bit to 8bit resolution.
Image Segmentation and Unsupervised Classification
The SPRING freeware requires two input parameters to determine the
segmentation output. A minimum size parameter defines the amount of pixels required
to comprise each object. This parameter groups outlying pixels and miniscule objects
into larger objects, thereby simplifying the image data before classification. A similarity
threshold determines the minimum homogeneity required to group two adjacent pixels
within the same object. If the range between two neighboring pixels exceeds the
similarity parameter, the software draws a segment boundary between the two pixels in
question. After conducting this process for each pixel, the resulting segments form a
network of polygons delimiting unique homogeneous groups called objects. (Figure 6)
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Meinel and Neubert (2006) express that segmentation algorithms often respond
sensitively to parameter alterations, giving the user a subjectivity that should be avoided.
The model tested four pairs of parameters used previously in other segmentation studies.
(Table 1) In doing so, the segmentation algorithm in SPRING could be tested for
sensitivity, giving the user the choice between several different classifications for the
final product.
Classification and Grouping into Themes
The unsupervised classifications performed for the four segmentation parameters
used the ISOSEG classification algorithm. According to Oliveira (2008) ISOSEG
classifies groups segmented objects into larger classes based on the covariance matrices
and average values of each object. This study employed an unsupervised classification
method because it took less time than supervised classification and produced similar
results using SPRING.
SPRING uses the term themes to describe the groupings of objects that result
from image classifications (Figure 8), ranging between 16 and 48 themes for the four
tests. Themes produced in the four segmentation tests were manually assigned to one the
following eight classes: Water (Solimões River, creeks, ponds), Dense Forest (mature
tropical rainforest), Low Forest (nascent tropical rainforest, cultivated trees, palms),
Grasses (pastures, seeded crops), Marsh, Constructed (man-made structures), Shaded, or
Burned (Slash-and-burn) Vegetation. The class mapping technique employed the Class
Mapping Tool in SPRING, which requires the user to manually group the themes into
classes. The method of class mapping entailed individually overlaying each theme on the
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histogram-enhanced image to visually identify the land use type on the image, meanwhile
crosschecking field measurements where applicable, then assigning the class of best fit.
Error Identification
Classification error quantitatively evaluates the accuracy of overlaying pixels for
two classifications. The cross tabulation tool in SPRING produced an error matrix (i.e.
confusion matrix, similarity matrix) to assess the classification error between the four test
parameter classifications. Ten arrays generated in SPRING were imported to a
spreadsheet to convert pixel quantity values to percentages and tabulate marginal values.
Inventory error refers to the large-scale error represented by aggregate regional
differences between two different images, which is usually lower a value than sitespecific error (Gersmehl and Napton, 1982). This error analysis was not conducted
quantitatively for this study, but visually, in order to determine the classification of
highest quality.
RESULTS
The Solimões river inundated the floodplain of Nossa Senhora da Nazaré during
the time prior to the field study, saturating any ground with mud or marsh which blocked
entry to some of the GCPs determined before field study. As a result, 24 total points were
collected, although many were selected in the field and most of the planned GPCs were
never obtained. Further data obtained from the field survey was the knowledge of the
land use present in the rectangle-shaped clearing north of Nossa Senhora da Nazaré,
which, according to the village people of the community, is a marsh (Figure 3).
The SPRING classification produced a varying range of themes for the input
segmentation data. Espindola et al. parameters returned 16 themes in SPRING, the
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fewest of the four combinations, while the Lopes parameters produced the most themes
with a total of 48. The classifications of Câmara and Correia parameters generated 42
and 38 themes, respectively.
The Câmara method (Figure 11) classified “dense forest” for 47% of the study
area (Table 2). All other methods produced “dense forest” for less than 36% of all pixels,
including Lopes, which attributed 20% of the study area to “dense forest.” Slash-andburn class pixels also manifest themselves greatest in the Câmara method (18%) in
comparison to the other three test that all total under 1%, some of which are visually
recognizable to be the Solimões River or shadows. This classification scheme notably
was the only test to assign marsh in the rectangular clearing proclaimed to be marsh by
members of the community.
Artificial structures, represented by the constructed class, were only present in the
classification test using the parameters of Correia (Table 3, Figure 12). Although accurate
in representing field-verified buildings, this class included other pixels that likely
represent shaded or burned areas. The two dominant land cover classes for the Correia
method are dense forest and low forest, the latter of which includes pixels that most other
classifications assigned values of grasses. In this sense, the Correia method tended to be
liberal in assigning pixels to the low forest class and conservative assigning pixels to the
grasses class. The same classification prove accurate in classifying some slash-and-burn
parcels identified in the field, although field observations indicate that the classification
tends to over assign shaded areas along the riverbank to the Burned class.
The Espindola parameters captivated the most visually accurate recognition of
burned vegetation in the study area (Figure 13), although the burned structures in the
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image are mixed with shaded in some areas on the classification. Unlike Correia method,
the Espindola method accurately assigns riverbank shadows to the “shaded” class (Table
4). Further, the Espindola classification parameters assign dense shadows among dense
tropical forest throughout the northern interior of the study image. This scheme does not
accurately distinguish grass from low forest within the community of Nossa Senhora da
Nazaré, and much like Correia et al., assigns a liberal amount of land cover to low forest
and omits many grasses. Small objects pertaining to the “burned” and “marsh” classes
scattered throughout the study area appear to present errors because the small size of the
objects are unrepresentative of real marsh and slash-and-burn fields that normally occur
as larger parcels.
The Lopes classification parameters are most remarkable for successful
delineation between grasses and low forest/cultures within the community (Figure 14),
which none of the three competing classifications performed efficiently. For example,
the resulting map for this classification method shows the only example of row crops
interspersed with grasses (Figure 8). Themes generated by Lopes method received no
“burned” or “constructed” classes, which varies greatly from the field survey and three
other results. Instead, pixels classified as “shaded” areas in this map occupy many cells
visually recognizable as “burned” vegetation or water due to parcel shape and location.
Overall, this parameter setting allowed for the easy recognition of shadows caused by
trees within the community of Nossa Senhora da Nazaré, and omitted many shadows
among dense rainforest in the north of the community.
Error Matrices
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Accuracy percentages (PA) for cross tabulation matrices, or error matrices,
performed for the Câmara et al., Correia et al., and Espindola et al. classifications using
Lopes as a reference image resulted as 52%, 79%, and 66%, respectively (Tables 2, 3,
and 4). PA’s for all error matrices are inflated when considering that Water occupies half
of the study area and was similarly classified by all four methods. The three
classifications evaluated therefore produced varying percentages of low site-specific
accuracy. In other terms, the four classification schemes yielded four unique maps.
The marginal statistics of error matrices examine the data for deep interpretation.
Campbell (2007) evaluates error matrices using producer accuracy (PA), which measures
the percentage of pixels with the same class in an evaluated map compared to a reference
map. The percentage of misclassified pixels within each class is accounted as errors of
omission (EO). This study chose the Lopes method as a reference map because it
visually demonstrates high relative accuracy among vegetation within Nossa Senhora da
Nazaré. Thus, cross tabulation matrices evaluate Correia, Câmara, and Espindola
methods in reference to Lopes parameters. Low forest class values generated high EO for
all three test classifications, ranging from 76% to 100%, which the Lopes method
commonly attributed to dense forest. The grass class absent from the Espindola method
reached 100% EO, and primarily distributed these pixels in the Low Forest category.
Shaded class pixels produced high EO ranging from 54% to a high of 77% in Espindola,
which distributed error among Low Forest, Burned, and Dense Forest classes.
Campbell (2007) also quantifies class accuracy between maps using consumer
accuracy (CA), which is a percent measurement of the pixels in a class of the evaluated
image accurately classified in the reference image. Errors of commission (EC) are the
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pixels in the evaluated map misclassified by the reference map. Câmar and Correia
methods maintained low EC for Grass classification (2% and 29%, respectively) relative
to the Espindola method, which had 0 pixels classified as Grass. EC Grass pixels for
Espindola largely fell into the category of Low Forest for the Lopes method. The same
was true for the Correia classification, which overlapped its Grass pixels with Lopes Low
Forest and Shaded pixels. High EC attributed to Low Forest and Shaded classes within
Espindola and Cãmera maps, all which registered over 70% inaccuracy. 74% of the
slash-and-burn land use (Burned) category found in the Correia map, and 95% of the
Burned pixels in the Espindola map comprised the Shaded class in the Lopes map, which
did not assign any pixels to the Burned class.
Over half of the study area consists of water in the Solimões River and dense
forest outside the community. Water particularly was classified similarly by all four
tests, which dilutes error and accuracy measurements. Therefore, one must take into
consideration that these classes that occur mostly outside of Nossa Senhora da Nazaré
skew accuracy measurements.
DISCUSSION
High variance between the four object-oriented classification map values indicate
erratic mapping results that presented a daunting task for final image selection. The
rangeof values indicated by the cross tabulation statistics demonstrate a likelihood for
errors in all four classification tests. Therefore, the field survey data and human
interpretation of the image aided the determination of the most accurate image. Visual
analysis suggests that the Lopes method best characterizes vegetation types, namely when
distinguishing Dense Forest from Low Forest and Low Forest from Grasses (Figure 8).
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On the other hand, the map generated using parameters according to the work of
Espindola most efficiently supports slash-and-burn crop distinction, a class that the Lopes
method lacks entirely.
The Lopes classification generated the most themes of the four tests. This
observation may be related to the low object size threshold (15 pixels). SPRING tends to
oversegment homogeneous objects when delineating them (Meinel and Neubert, 2006),
which would intuitively present the user with more themes to group objects into
homogeneous classes. The Lopes method successfully identified shadows within the
southern portion of the study area where other tests failed, which may be attributed to
detailed segmentation. Nonetheless, several themes of this classification overlapped
classes of Burned, Water, and Shaded, which demonstrates error because ideal themes are
homogeneous (Figure 9). Such occurrences subsequently caused mixed land use themes
under one discrete land use class that failed to distinguish wet, burned, or shaded
vegetation, exacerbating computer classification errors with the addition of human biases.
Real Burned vegetation therefore fell into other classes for the Lopes method, even
though one can visually separate Burned from Shaded vegetation because Burned
vegetation parcels are rectangular and shadows from Shaded vegetation have angular
circle shapes. Although SPRING GIS models human cognitive image recognition, it fails
to identify parcels of burned land as well as the human eye. Given the high amount of
field data collected, time and cost of the classification, and small study area, a visual
remote sensing study could potentially be more efficient in classifying land use here.
The Lopes parameters accurately mapped the study area’s green vegetation
(Dense Forest, Low Forest/Culture, Grass) according to field and visual recognition,
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however the remaining three tests exhibited difficulty distinguishing between the three
classes. The differing spectral reflectance of grass and forest are accentuated in near
infrared radiation, for which broadleaf forest reflects up to 50% and grass reflects up to
90% (Campbell, 2007). An unsupervised classification performed on homogeneous
objects should easily classify neighboring objects of such a high range of reflectance,
however the Correia, Câmara, and Espindola methods all demonstrate the possibility that
objects were not distinctly homogeneous. SPRING segmentation may behave differently
in heterogeneous areas than in homogeneous areas. The review by Meinel and Neubert
(2007) of object-oriented classification algorithms claims that while using SPRING,
sporadic segmentation mistakes occur, and heavily textured areas such as forests are
mostly undersegmented. The three least accurate maps employ more lax parameters than
Lopes, shown by greater minimum size thresholds for all authors, and equal or greater
similarity thresholds for all but one author. Less rigorous standards for image
segmentation increase the heterogeneity of object reflectance values, which appears to
have decreased the quality of Grass/Forest delineation during unsupervised classification,
and subsequently led to erroneous class mapping.
Limitations
This study used an unsupervised classification method, which minimizes human
error, but limits operator control over class selection criteria (Campbell, 2007). Tests of
unsupervised and supervised classifications yielded results indicating that training data
for supervised classification had little effect on the classification, and further, both
methods required a time-intensive, manual class mapping step that invites user biases.
Biases became especially tricky for analysts mapping themes from poorly segmented
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objects that contained pixels covering multiple land use types (i.e. Shaded, Burned, and
Water or Low Forest and Grass), and resulted with some maps completely lacking classes
present in other maps, further confounding the statistical analysis of error matrices. The
absence of entire classes among select maps indicates that SPRING was unable to
distinguish the details among the 8 land use categories present in the field. However, it is
also true that the land cover within the study area is more diverse than the 8 classes
chosen for this study and this study could benefit from a classification comprised of 8 or
more categories. Such a detailed classification may need more precise software or more
radiometric bands.
CONCLUSION
The SPRING classification of Nossa Senhora da Nazaré failed to render one best
classification but instead produced two best-scenario classifications depending on land
use category. The map produced using Lopes parameters, which successfully mapped
green vegetation, omitted pixels containing slash-and-burn vegetation, meanwhile the
Espindola et al. map accurately identified a majority of burned vegetation but incorrectly
mapped grass and low forest. Errors present in the output maps may result from errors
caused by undersegmentation of homogeneous areas and oversegmentation of highly
textured areas.
Meinel and Neubert (2006) suggest that the most important factor for using
segmentation techniques is segmentation quality. As seen from the segmentation tests in
this study, segmentation parameters can greatly affect a classification output map. This
study indicates that rigorous segmentation parameters, such as low similarity and
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minimum size thresholds, create objects possessing greater homogeneity, which provide
input data that generate classifications of higher accuracy.
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FIGURES AND TABLES

Figure 1: Flow chart showing the methodology employed in this study.

Source: OlhosCriticos.com.br, May 2009.
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Source: Google, June 2009

Figure 2: Location of Piatam region and Nossa Senhora da Nazaré community. Above:
Map of the Amazon Basin. East portion of Piatam region highlighted by red box. Middle:
Close-up of Solimões River region shows Nossa Senhora da Nazaré community in red
box. Bottom: Nossa Senhora da Nazaré study image. (Input image is not true to color
because red band 3 is absent.)
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Figure 3: Preprocessing Ground Control Point map shows intended GCP’s, which do not
account for all collected GCPs. Area of undetermined land use presented inside red box.

Figure 4: Left to Right: GPS collection of ground control points in varying land use types
a.) marsh; b.) papaya plantation; and c.) pasture.
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Figure 5: Histogram Stretching in ER Mapper.

Figure 6: Left: Close-up view of the segmentation process. Red lines indicate object
boundaries. Right: Zoom view of the red box shown in left image.

Table 1: Parameters and their authors tested in for segmentation sensitivity.
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Figure 7. Unsupervised classification results for the same close-up image used in Figure
6. Themes are comprised by objects (each polygon surrounded by red segment lines) of
similar reflectance, represented in the image by a unique thematic color.

Figure 8. The resulting map (right) of the input image (left) using Lopes parameters
distinguishes row palm trees (unclassified area shown by red arrows) from interspersed
grasses (yellow), showing the precision of the spectral classification parameters. The
classification assigns Grass class to the burned vegetation visible in the red boxes at
bottom portion of the images, demonstrating an inability to accurately classify slash-andburn parcels.
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Source: Google, 2009

Figure 9: Top: True-color image of focus area. Bottom: Example of a theme (shown in
red) that includes exposed soil (inside black rectangle), shadows (inside blue oval) and
buildings (indicated by purple arrow) in the same class. This theme was classified as
Shaded vegetation using the Lopes method.
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Figure 10: Differences between vegetation classes are often more distinct in the near
infrared than in the visible. Source: Campbell, 2007

Table 2: Cross tabulation of Câmara et al. (evaluated image) and Lopes (reference
image).

Table 3. Cross tabulation of Correia et al. (evaluated image) and Lopes (reference image).
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Table 4: Cross tabulation of Espindola et al. (evaluated image) and Lopes (reference
image).
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Figure 11: Câmara et al. object-oriented classification output map.
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Figure 12: Correia et al. object-oriented classification output map.
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Figure 13: Espindola et al. object-oriented classification output map.
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Figure 14: Lopes object-oriented classification output map.
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